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An inverse swept wing code is described that is based on 
the widely used transonic flow program FL022. The new code 
incorporates a free boundary algorithm permitting the pressure 
distribution to be prescribed over a portion of the wing surface. 
A special routine is included to calculate the wave drag, which 
can be minimized in its dependence on the pressure distribution. 
An alternate formulation of the boundary condition at infinity 
has been introduced to enhance the speed and accuracy of the 
code. A FORTRAN listing of the code and a listing of a sample 
run are presented. There is also a user's manual as well as 
glossaries of input and output parameters. 
INTRODUCTION 
After much controversy about shockless airfoils in the 
theory of transonic flow, experimental work has established that 
wings can be constructed to virtually eliminate.wave drag over a 
practical range of supercritical speeds. Computational fluid 
dynamics has become a primary tool for the design and analysis 
of these supercritical wings. More specifically, computer codes 
developed at NYU to calculate transonic flow in both two and 
three dimensions have become widely accepted by the aircraft 
industry. It is our purpose here to describe and list the latest 
of these codes, which serves to redesign a swept wing by select- 
ing its pressure distribution so that the wave drag is minimized 
at a fixed speed and angle of attack. 
Perhaps the best way to design shockless airfoils in two- 
dimensional transonic flow is to use the hodograph transformation 
in combination with analytic continuation into the complex 
domain [1,31. Most analysis codes, on the other hand, depend on 
an introduction of artificial viscosity and artificial time that 
is motivated by the retarded difference scheme of Murman and Cole 
r91. The method of artificial viscosity can also be applied to 
the design problem, for which it is especially helpful in three 
dimensions [6,7]. An approach of this kind has been adopted in 
developing the inverse swept wing code we are now concerned with. 
Our procedure has been to modify the FL022 code of Jameson and 
Caughey, which is in turn based on an earlier oblique wing code 
for the calculation of transonic flow in three dimensions [2,81. 
In the next section of the report we shall review theoreti- 
cal aspects of the transonics codes that are either somewhat 
controversial or have not been well publicized elsewhere. 
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Indications will be given of how the basic method can be general- 
ized; but detailed treatments of more complicated problems, such 
as the three-dimensional flow through a cascade of compressor 
blades, will be left to other publications. An example of a 
supercritical swept wing that has been redesigned by applying 
the new three-dimensional code will be discussed. Both computa- 
tional and physical properties of the example will be emphasized. 
Then a detailed description of the code will be presented that 
can serve as a user's manual. The final sections of the report 
are devoted to the listing of a sample run for the supercritical 
wing just referred to and to a listing of the code, with comment 
cards. 
MATHEElATICAL BACKGROUND 
The transonic flow around airfoils and wings is usually 
calculated by considering a velocity potential $ that satisfies 
the second order quasilinear partial differential equation 
(c2-u* 10 xx+ (c *-v*) $ YY + (c2-w2) 9 zz - 2uv~xy- 2vw~yz- *wu4zx = 0 I 
where u=$ ,v=$ 
and c is theZspeed 
and w = $ are the velocity components 
y of sound 'defined by Bernoulli's law 
u* + v* + w 
2 
C2 
2 +y-l= const. 
A Neumann problem for 9 is specified by setting its normal deriv- 
ative equal to zero at.the wing and prescribing its asymptotic 
behavior at infinity. Finite difference schemes that capture 
weak shock waves effectively are arrived at by adding an artifi- 
cial viscosity term to the equation for 9. This term is obtained 
by retarding difference approximations to second derivatives in 
the direction of the flow, which does not alter the boundary 
condition at the wing. Iterative methods to solve the difference 
equations for I$ are found by introducing artificially time- 
dependent terms that force decay to a steady state [2]. 
An objection can be made to use of the velocity potential 
because that presumes constant entropy, whereas the wave drag, 
which is of primary interest, has the same order of magnitude 
as the jump in entropy across shocks, to which it can even be 
attributed. However, we have been able to develop an expression 
for the wave drag in terms of the velocity potential that is 
accurate to lowest order for weak normal shock waves [6]. This 
is important because there are ambiguities in determining a 
steady state solution of the Euler equations that are perhaps 
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best overcome by the assumption of irrotationality that charac- 
terizes potential flow. More general steady solutions may 
include vortices such as those that occur in models of the wake. 
Therefore some hypothesis must be made to ensure uniqueness of 
the flow. 
In two dimensions another possibility for handling the 
Euler equations is to introduce the stream function $ as an 
independent variable and to calculate the flow by solving a 
partial differential equation for the ordinate y as a function 
Y = y(x,4J) 
of x and 9. This is equivalent to making the topological assump- 
tion that each vertical line intersects each streamline just 
once, which does eliminate vortices. But it is awkward to 
formulate the laws of conservation of momentum in a fashion 
convenient for numerical computation of the unknown y. Further- 
more, experience with analogous problems in the calculations of 
magnetohydrodynamic equilibrium shows that existence as well 
as uniqueness becomes questionable for steady solutions of the 
Euler equations in three dimensions. The analogy is based on 
letting the velocity, the vorticity and the Bernoulli constant 
for incompressible flow correspond respectively to the magnetic 
field, the current density and the pressure in magnetohydro- 
dynamics [5]. 
How the wave drag may be repre,sented in terms of the velocity 
potential 4 ismost readily understood by studying a model problem 
for one-dimensional flow. Application of the retarded difference 
scheme of Murman and Cole to the small disturbance equation for Q 
leads us to consider the ordinary differential equation 
$ NZI, = h[max(~x,O)~xxlx 
describing conservation of mass, where h is a positive mesh size 
parameter multiplving a term on the right that we conceive of as 
artificial viscosity. The flow is said to be supersonic when 
4x > 0 and subsonic when $x < 0. If appropriate boundary condi- 
tions of the form 
4 (a) = al , 4 (b) = a2 , $,(a) = C > 0 
are imposed at the ends of the interval [a,b], a unique solution 
is found that approaches a pair of intersecting lines with the 
opposite slopes C and -C as h + 0. The intersection of the lines 
is a shock wave across which $z remains continuous [*I. 
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Multiplying by 4x on both sides of the ordinary differen- 
tial equation for 9 , we obtain an analogue 
$ [$:I, = h[max(~x,O)@x~xxlx - h max($x,O)@ix 
of the law of conservation of momentum. Integration by parts 
and passage to the limit as h + 0 yields the entropy inequality 
- ; c3 = $ @x(b)3 - 
b 
= - lim h 
I max(bx,O)@ix _ 
dx<O. 
h+O a 
This not only establishes the necessity of the requirement C > 0 
in our model problem, but also suggests that the integral on the 
right is a legitimate measure of both the wave drag and the jump 
in entropy. A similar argument has been used to represent the 
wave drag as a volume integral involving 4 for potential flow in 
both two and three dimensions [6,7]. The resulting formula has 
been implemented in our swept wing code and enables us to plot 
shock waves in a fashion indicating the amount of drag associated 
with them. 
It is important to realize that the integrand in the volume 
integral for the wave drag depends in a subtle way on the form 
of the artificial viscosity used to calculate 4. To understand 
why this should be so one has only to alter the artificial 
viscositv on the right in the ordinary differential equation 
given above for 4 to obtain 
+x+xX = he xxx 
instead. The same solution as before is found in the limit as 
h + 0. The resulting entropy inequality 
b 
lim h 
I h-t0 a 
@ix dx < 0 - 
remains unaltered except that there is a change in the integrand 
on the right. Thus the integral representing the wave drag is 
seen to have the same value it had before, but the way in which 
the shock wave is smeared when h > 0 becomes significantly difL 
ferent. 
Another issue that arises in the computation of transonic 
flow around airfoils and wings is whether or not to put the 
finite difference equations in conservation form. Strictly 
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speaking this must be done to approximate the shock conditions 
accurately. However, boundary layer-shock wave interaction 
and, more specifically, the pressure recovery at the foot of a 
normal shock wave are poorly modeled by the conservation form 
of the equation for 9. This seems to be due to a term in the 
artificial viscosity that can be eliminated by reverting to a 
simpler difference scheme that is closely related to the 
original method of Murman and Cole. We have chosen to retain 
such a nonconservative scheme in the swept wing code listed in 
this report. However, it is not difficult to modify the code 
so as to bring the equation for 0 into the mathematically more 
correct conservation form. 
For the model problem of one-dimensional flow the artificial 
viscosity in conservation form is 
h[@xGxxlx = h 9,~,,, + h @;, , 
whereas the nonconservative version is just h @x@xxx . The 
difference between these two viscosities is a positive term h$zx 
referred to above that represents mass generated by shock waves. 
For the full transonic flow problem the analogous quantity may 
contribute significantly to truncation error in supersonic 
regions where no shocks occur. Its omission from the nonconserva- 
tive scheme adopted in the swept wing code therefore has 
the advantage of improving accuracy to a certain extent on the 
crude meshes that one must resort to for a three-dimensional 
calculation of this kind. Moreover, the nonconservative scheme 
seems especially appropriate for flows that are designed to be 
shockless anyway. 
Our principal concern is the inverse problem of shaping a 
swept wing so that its pressure distribution may be prescribed. 
More specifically, we wish to choose the surface y = f(x,z) of 
the win 
% 
so that the square of the speed q assumes given values 
qo(x,z) . This requirement yields a free boundary condition 
Q(f,fx,fz) = qo(x,z)* - q* = 0 
which we may view as a partial differential equation of the first 
order for the unknown function f. In the implementation of the 
computer code x, y and z are taken to be sheared parabolic 
coordinates such that the surface of the 'wing lies near the 
plane y = 0 and the flow is restricted to the half-plane y > 0. 
Problems with closure are circumvented by introducing a fixed 
surface y = fo(x,z) and imposing the constraint f 1 f. , which 
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- 
asserts that the wing must enclose a specified inner structure. 
The free boundary condition is only supposed to be fulfilled 
at points where f > fo. Difficulties in locating stagnation 
at the leading edge or with closure at the trailing edge are 
avoided by choosing the assigned speed qo so that it decays 
rapidly there and makes f = fo outside a range in the middle 
of the wing where the free boundary condition becomes operative. 
The free boundary problem we have formulated seems to be 
well posed even in the case of transonic flow, but hanging 
shocks tend to appear above the wing even when the prescribed 
pressure distribution is smooth at the surface. An iterative 
scheme to solve the free boundary problem numerically is arrived 
at by letting the free surface function f vary suitably with 
the artificial time parameter t of the transonic flow calcula- 
tion. The motion of the free surface is defined by requiring 
that a partial differential equation of the form 
alfxt + a2ft = Q + a3Qf Ox + a4Qf 
X Z 
Oz 
be satisfied at points where f > fo. The coefficients a. are 
adjusted to achieve convergence of the method. An analogu2 of 
the Lax-Wendroff finite difference scheme is used for the 
computation of f. Precisely how this is accomplished is a 
more subtle matter concerning which the reader is referred to 
the listing of the code. 
To eliminate shock waves on a swept wing at given speed 
and angle of attack it does not suffice just to prescribe the 
pressure smoothly. Experience with shockless airfoils designed 
by the hodograph method suggests that to suppress shocks the 
pressure distribution ought to be peaky at the front of the 
supersonic zone. We have incorporated in the code an exponen- 
tial spline routine that generates desirable distributions of 
speed depending on relatively few free parameters [7]. There 
is also an option that enables one to choose the prescribed 
distribution so as to minimize the wave drag. The.code can be 
used to design swept wings that achieve virtually shockless 
transonic flow at a specified condition. TWhile this requires 
some skili because the problem of design is far from easy in 
practice, the code does seem to be robust and is capable of 
delivering meaningful results for a relatively modest expenditure 
of computational resources. 
The speed and performance of the code have been improved 
by vectorization and by modifying the boundary condition at 
infinity. The new boundary condition is imposed on a control 
surface at some distance from the wing. It asserts that the 
reduced potential should decay at a specified rate as its 
argument approaches infinity. This is equivalent to a linear 
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combination of homogeneous Dirichlet and Neumann conditions on 
the control surface. The precise rate of decay has been 
adjusted semi-empirically to give optimal results. 
The computational methods used to develop the inverse 
swept wing code can be applied to a variety of harder problems. 
Of particular interest are the flow past propellers or through 
cascades of compressor blades and the flow around airplane 
configurations that include a fuselage or engine nacelles. 
The most crucial issue is how to treat complicated geometries 
in space of three dimensions. While the question of adequate 
coordinate generation remains a challenge, it would appear that 
the difficulties associated with transonic flow are now well 
in hand. It may also be worth inquiring whether less directly 
related problems, such as that of ship wave resistance, might 
be attacked successfully by similar techniques of comp.utat&onal 
fluid dynamics. 
DESIGN OF A STANDARD SUPERCRITICAL WING 
Codes for the analysis of transonic flow around given 
bodies have been used quite successfully to simulate wind 
tunnel measurements, especially in the case of two-dimensional 
motion. The agreement between computed and experimental data 
is usually excellent, and the calculated results are obtained 
more quickly and sometimes more cheaply. In Fig. 1 we display 
a typical comparison of theoretical estimates of the drag 
coefficient CD with experimental measurements that shows how 
well the new formula for the wave drag we have described works 
in practice for two-dimensional flow. 
Design codes have been received less enthusiastically by 
the engineering community. They leave more choices up to the 
user, and the outcome of the computations may be less tangible. 
In this section we present an example of a supercritical wing 
that has been redesigned through an application of the inverse 
swept wing code. The results serve primarily as a sample run 
to illustrate how the code works, but they are also not without 
physical interest despite the crudeness of the mesh that is used. 
It is best to construct the swept wing from a supercritical 
airfoil to begin with. For this purpose we have chosen a 13% 
thick airfoil that is shockless at free stream Mach number 
M = 0.75 and lift coefficient CL = 0.54. The wing is swept 
back through an angle of 30' and has aspect ratio A = 3.8. 
To redesign the wing, which has noticeable shocks near the 
wall, a typically shockless pressure distribution has been 
prescribed. It is specified in vertical sections by exponential 
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splines defined over three adjacent intervals. Optimization 
was used to select peak values of the pressure so that the 
wave drag became a minimum at the design condition of free 
stream Mach number M = 0.83 and lift coefficient CL = 0.41. 
This reduced the wave drag Coefficient'CDw from 0.0028 to 
0.0008 and softened the shock waves perceptibly. 
Fig. 2 shows how the plot routine of the code displays 
the results of an analysis calculation for our wing, and Fig. 3 
shows corresponding data after the design run. Five sections 
of the wing are seen on the right, and corresponding distribu- 
tions of the pressure coefficient Cp over the upper surface 
are seen on the left. Shock waves are plotted above the wing 
with a thickness indicative of the wave drag associated with 
them. The detailed input and output of the design run are 
listed in the report. The mesh consisted of 128X 10X 12 points, 
and 100 iterations were performed to achieve acceptable conver- 
gence. This took 10 minutes of machine time on the CDC 6600 
computer. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE CODE 
The NYU inverse swept wing code can be used for both 
analysis and design of a swept wing. In the design mode an 
option is available which invokes an optimizer (Harwell Mathe- 
matical Subroutine Library, AERE, England) to minimize the wave 
drag. 
The analysis mode is like FL022, which calculates the 
transonic flow past a given swept wing [81. For analysis, data 
for the code is input on cards and stored on Tape 5 or read 
directly into Tape 5. The input consists of computation param- 
eters, wing geometry, and physical specification of the flow. 
The resulting information is stored OnTape 7. This file can be 
saved and is used to initialize the computation if a wing is 
to be designed. 
In the analysis mode the principal difference between the 
NYU inverse swept wing code and FL022 is the introduction of a 
new boundary condition at infinity for the reduced potential G. 
This condition is imposed on an outer control surface and it 
improves the speed and accuracy of the computation. It has 
the form 
Gj+l = (1 - 8) Gj I 
where the index j+l refers to a ghost point just outside the 
computational domain. The positive parameter B is scaled so 
that the requirement models a mixed Dirichlet and Neumann 
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condition 
that serves to annihilate the leading term l/r of a hypothetical 
expansion of G in spherical harmonics. In practice B has been 
chosen semi-empirically to give optimal resolution. The new 
boundary condition provides a more effective way of asserting 
that G decays at infinity [4,73. 
In the design mode the surface of a given wing is modified 
so that a prescribed Mach number distribution is assumed over a 
portion of the wing. The optimization package attempts to 
minimize the wave drag by changing the Mach number distribution 
systematically. The wave drag is computed using a formula that 
has been discussed in the section on mathematical background. 
More p ecisely, 5 the factor Ox occurring there is replaced by a term M - 1 involving the Mach number M, and the derivative 
+ is replaced by a second 
tit2 flow. 
derivative $ss in the direction of 
This results in an expression of the form 
C DW = 1 Ah4 max(M*-1,O) $is 
for the wave drag Coefficient CDW, where the summation is extended 
over all mesh points and A is a factor determined by the finite 
difference equations that are used. Contributions from rarefac- 
tion waves are automatically excluded by the code. 
To modify a given wing in the design mode, an analysis run 
for the unmodified, or baseline, wing is made to assess the 
characteristics of the flow field. The resulting speed distri- 
bution is examined and used to construct a more desirable distri- 
bution. The new distribution is input to the code on Tape 9. 
An exponential spline routine in the code calculates the desired 
distribution based on the input. This should have approximately 
the same spanwise distribution of lift as the original wing. 
It should be smooth throughout the supersonic zoner but may be 
peaky near the leading edge. In addition to the design distri- 
bution, a wing surface is prescribed that is identical to the 
original baseline wing near the leading and trailing edges but 
may be slightly thinner near themiddle of each spanwise chord. 
The design scheme adds material to this underlying shape to fill 
in the thinned areas in a manner consistent with the assigned 
speed distribution. The thinning is done by introducing a groove. 
The parameters defining the shape of the groove are input to 
the code on Tape 9. To avoid difficulties with trailing edge 
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closure and maintenance of thickness-to-chord ratio, the surface 
modifications are made on a region of the upper surface that 
excludes the leading and trailing edges. 
The computational domain has been obtained by applying a 
square root transformation to the physical domain that results 
in a representation Y = SO(X,Z) of the wing as a shallow bump 
lying above the (X,Z)-plane. The wing surface is changed 
iteratively, starting from the original shape as an initial 
guess. At each step one or more cycles of line relaxation are 
done in the standard analysis mode. The resulting speed distri- 
bution is compared with the desired distribution. Surface 
modifications are made that depend on the difference between 
the two distributions. If the modifications cause the computed 
surface to fall below the prescribed underlying surface 
Y= SOPRE(X,Z), then the computed surface is replaced by 
SOPRE(X,Z) at such points. The procedure is repeated with more 
line relaxations until the computed and assigned distributions 
agree. The surface modifications are determined from a first 
order partial differential equation that has been discussed 
earlier. Parameters controlling the scheme are discussed in 
the glossary. Assigning unrealistically low velocities near 
the leading and trailing edges serves to drive the computed 
surface onto the prescribed surface, which provides trailing 
edge closure and leaves the nose unaffected. 
The design distribution is defined by two or more section 
Mach number distributions. Linear interpolation is used to 
specify the values elsewhere. The section speed distributions 
are assigned over the computational domain. For a fixed cross 
sectiop Z the lower trailing edge appears on the extreme left, 
the leading edge appears near the center and has the largest 
values of SO, and the upper trailing edge appears on the extreme 
right. 
The section distributions are defined by specifying input 
speeds Ql, Q2, Q3 and Q4 at fractions PCQl, PCQ2, PCQ3 and 
PCQ4 = 1 of the local chord and by interpolating in between 
with an exponential spline. The spline has free parameters 
that can be adjusted to prevent unwanted oscillations that would 
occur if cubic splines were used. In addition, a weighting 
parameter gives sagging curvature to the distribution so that 
two-dimensional shockless distributions can be simulated. 
The value 01 at the nose should be set so that the result- 
ing distribution lies below the initial analysis distribution 
along the lower surface and leading edge regions. Similarly, 
the value of Q4, the speed at the trailing edge, should be lower 
than the corresponding value computed in the analysis run. The 
two intermediate values, 02 and Q3, define the size of the 
supersonic zone and the section lift. The prescribed wing 
surface can be thinned out near the supersonic zone by removing 
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material smoothly to produce a slight groove. The depth and 
extent of the groove are determined by the three parameters 
DSURF, PCS1 and PCS2. 
When the optimization routine is used a sequence of 
calculations is performed in the inverse mode to determine 
the gradient of the wave drag with respect to the assigned Mach 
numbers that define the design distribution. After the gradient 
is obtained, a line search of five steps is performed to mini- 
mize the drag. This procedure can be adjusted by changing the 
parameters that appear in subroutines OPT and VAIOA. 
The graphic output is produced in subroutines THREED and 
DRAGC and at the end of the main routine FL22INV. These programs 
have been written for the CDC 6600 at the Courant Institute 
of Mathematical Sciences and should be replaced by the plotting 
routines used at local installations or by dummy subroutines 
with the same names so that runs can be made without graphics. 
Output appears in both printed and graphical form. All 
the input data is immediately printed as output so that it is 
easy to check the accuracy of the input. 
At the beginning the coordinates defining the first span 
station are printed. If all the sections are similar only the 
coordinates of the leading edge, the chord and the twist are 
printed at the other stations. If the sections are different 
then the corresponding input profiles will be printed. The 
program prints the coordinates of the unfolded sections produced 
by the square root transformation at the root and the tip. 
A two-dimensional chart of the plane Y = 0 is printed giving 
values of an indicator IV which shows the properties of points 
in this coordinate surface. IV = 2 specifies a point on the 
wing; IV = 1 specifies a point on the trailing vortex sheet; 
IV = 0 specifies a point on the singular line X = 0; IV = -1 
specifies a point adjacent to the wing or vortex sheet: and 
IV = -2 specifies a point beyond the wing or vortex sheet. 
The iteration history is printed next. The maximum correc- 
tion to the velocity potential and the maximum residual of the 
difference equations together with its i,j,k location are 
printed at every cycle. For an analysis run the lift coeffi- 
cient CL, the wave drag coefficient CDW, two relaxation factors 
PlO and P20, a convergence factor BETA, and the number of 
supersonic points are printed at every iteration. For a design 
run, in addition to the correction and residual, the average 
difference between the computed and desired speeds and the 
corresponding maximum difference together with its i,k location 
are printed. The iteration cycles terminate after a given 
number of iterations or after a convergence criterion has been 
satisfied. A chart is then printed of the wave drag at the 
grid points (X,Z) of the wing surface. Supersonic points are 
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indicated by drag numbers IDRAG > 0 and subsonic points are 
indicated by -1. 
After this, results for each span section are displayed. 
The section lift, drag and moment coefficients are printed. 
For an analysis run the mapped wing surface and the Mach 
number distribution are displayed as a printer plot. For a 
design run, the prescribed surface and the computed surface 
are shown. The prescribed and computed Mach number distribu- 
tions along the chord are shown for each span section. There 
are also Calcomp plots. The upper surface pressure distribu- 
tion at each span section and the corresponding wing sections 
with markings that indicate the wave drag on shocks are plotted. 
In an analysis run the same plots occur for each mesh refinement. 
The final printed results are the characteristics of the 
wing as a whole. These include the coefficients of lift, form 
drag, friction drag, total drag, the ratios of lift to form 
drag and lift to total drag, the pitching, rolling and yawing 
moments, and the wave drag. 
For an analysis run, the program repeats the same sequence 
of calculations and output on successively refined meshes. 
GLOSSARIES 
The input files consist of sequences of pairs of cards. 
The first card of each pair gives the names of the parameters 
that appear on the data card that follows. Each data card 
contains up to eight parameters with 10 columns provided for 
each. The first input file described isneeded for both analysis 
and design. If the code is used for analysis we are concerned 
with Tape 5 only and Card Pair 3 below does not exist. The 
input parameters are given in the order of their appearance on 
the input file. The input data is given in floating point 
format. The integer parameters are converted to integers in 
the code. 
Glossary of Tape 5 Parameters 
Card Pair 1: 
NX 
NY 
The number of mesh intervals in the direction 
of the chord. NX = 0 causes termination of the 
computation. 
The number of mesh intervals in the direction 




The number of mesh intervals in the span 
direction. 
Controls the plots. 
FPLOT = 0. produces a print plot but no 
Calcomp plot. 
FPLOT > 1. produces a print plot and a 
Calcomp plot. 
XSCAL, PSCAL These control the scales of the Calcomp plots. 
XSCAL = 0. scales each section plot to 5. 
FCONT 
FSWEEP 




PSCAL = 0. scales the pressure plots to 1. per 
inch. 
Determines the manner of starting the program. 
FCONT = 0. begins the calculation at itera- 
tion zero. 
FCONT = 1. continues the calculation from a 
previous calculation. For a design run the 
flow data (velocity potential and circulation) 
from an analysis run are read in on Tape 7 and 
used for initialization. The iteration count 
starts from zero for a design run. 
An indicator which selects the subroutine YSWEEP 
used to solve the finite difference equations 
for the reduced potential G. 
FSWEEP = 0. selects a vectorized YSWEEP 
subroutine. 
FSWEEP = 1. selects an unvectorized YSWEEP 
subroutine. 
The maximum number of iteration cycles which 
will be computed. 
The desired accuracy. If the maximum correc- 
tion is less than COV the calculation terminates 
or proceeds to a finer mesh. 
The subsonic relaxation factor for the velocity 
potential. PlO lies between 1. and 2. and 












The supersonic relaxation factor for the 
velocity potential. 
P20 < 1. Recommended value 1. - 
The relaxation factor for the circulation. 
Recommended value 1. 
The damping factor which controls the amount 
of added est. Recommended value between. 0. 
and 0.25. 
Determines whether the mesh will be refined. 
FHALF = 0. terminates the computation after 
MIT iterations or after convergence. 
FHALF # 0. halves the mesh after MIT cycles 
have been run on the crude mesh. An additional 
Card Pair 2 is required for each mesh refine- 
ment. The value FHALF = 0. appears on the last 
mesh refinement card. 
Gives the number of surface modifications to be 
calculated. 
NDES < 0. calls for an analysis run. - 
NDES > 0. makes a design calculation with NDES 
surface modifications. MIT cycles of line 
relaxation are performed after each surface 
modification. No mesh refinements are made 
after the NDES cycles are completed. MIT = 1. 
with NDES > 100.. is recommended. If NDES > 0. 
an additional Card Pair 3 is needed at this 
point. 
TSTEP times the mesh increment in the X direc- 
tion is the time step defining the free boundary 
iteration. The recommended value is 0.03. 
The coefficient multiplying the first order time 
derivative in the free boundary equation. This 
term dominates for subsonic flow. Recommended 
value FOO = 0.16. 
The coefficient of the second derivative with 
respect to time and the X coordinate in the 
free boundary equation. This term controls 
convergence for supersonic flow. Recommended 
value FlO = -1. 
14 
FOPT FOPT < 0. indicates a regular inverse run. 
FOPT > 0. invokes the optimization procedure. 





The free stream Mach number. 
The yaw angle of the wing in degrees. 
The angle of attack in degrees. 
The estimated drag due to skin friction. 
This can be read in and added to the drag 
calculated by the program to give the total 
drag. 





SWEEP3 Sweep of the singular line in the far field. 
DIHEDl Dihedral angle of the singular line at the wing 
root if ZSYM = 1. or at the leading tip if 
ZSYM = 0. 
DIHED2 
DIHED 
Indicates whether an isolated wing or a wing on 
a wall is being considered. 
ZSYM = 0. specifies an isolated wing at a 
prescribed yaw angle: obsolescent. 
ZSYM = 1. specifies a swept wing on a wall. 
The number of span stations from the wing root 
to the tip at which the wing section is defined 
if ZSYM = 1. For ZSYM = 0. the span stations 
are distributed from the leading to the trail- 
ing tip. The wing sections are each defined 
on subsequent cards. 
Sweep of the singular line at the wing root 
if ZSYM = 1. or at the leading tip if ZSYM = 0. 
Sweep of the singular line at the tip. SWEEP1 
and SWEEP2 are used as the end conditions for 
the spline fit for the X coordinates of the 
singular line. 
Dihedral angle of the singular line at the 
wing tip. DIHEDl and DIHED2 are used as the 
end conditions for the spline fit of the 
Y coordinates of the singular line. 
Dihedral angle of the singular line in the far 
field. 
15 











Card Pair 8: 
TRAIL 
Span location of the section. 
X and Y coordinates of the leading edge. 
The local chord value by which the profile 
coordinates are scaled. 
Modifies the section thickness. The Y 
coordinates are multiplied by THICK. 
The angle through which a section is rotated to 
introduce twist. 
Indicates whether or not the geometry for a new 
profile is supplied. 
FSEC = 0. means the section is obtained by 
scaling the profile used at the previous span 
section according to the parameters CHORD, 
THICK, and ALPHA. No further cards are read 
for this span station and the next card is the 
title card for the next span station, if any. 
FSEC = 1. means the coordinates for a new 
profile are to be read from the data cards 
that follow. 
Indicates the type or profile. 
YSYM = 0. means the data supplied are for a 
cambered profile. Coordinates are given for 
the upper and lower surfaces, each ordered 
from nose to tail with the leading edge 
included in both surfaces. 
YSYM = 1. means the data supplied are for a 
symmetric profile. A table of coordinates is 
read in for the upper surface only. 
The number of upper surface coordinates. 
The number of lower surface coordinates. For 
YSYM = l., NL = NU. 
The included angle at the trailing edge in 
degrees. If the profile is open then T-RAIL is 
the difference between the upper and lower 
trailing edge angles. 
16 
SLOPT The slope of the mean camber line at the 
trailing edge. This is used to continue 
the coordinate surface, assumed to contain 
the vortex sheet, smoothly off the trailing 
edge. 
XSING, YSING The coordinates of the singular point inside 
the nose about which the square root trans- 
formation is applied to generate parabolic 
coordinates. This point should be located as 
symmetrically as possible between the upper 
and lower surfaces at a distance from the nose 
roughly proportional to the leading edge 
radius. The coordinates of the mapped profile 
in the output will show if this point has 
been located correctly. The coordinates of 
the singular point are chosen relative to the 
profile coordinates supplied in the cards which 
follow. 
Card Pair 9: (upper surface coordinates.) 
x, y The coordinates of the upper surface. They 
appear, a pair on each card, from leading edge 
to trailing edge. The format is (2F10.6). 
Card Pair 10: (Lower surface coordinates.) 
x, y The coordinates of the lower surface from lead- 
ing edge to trailing edge. The leading edge 
point of the upper surface is the same as the 
leading edge point of the lower surface. The 
trailing edge points are different if the 
profile has an open tail. 
Card Pairs 11,12,...: (Geometry at other span stations.) 
These cards are like Card Pair 6, which defines 
Z, XLE, YLE, CHORD, THICK, ALPHA and FSEC for 
each section. The number of such cards depends 
on the number of span stations, NC. If FSEC = 0. 
new coordinates X,Y are not needed to define the 
profile. 
The last card pair: 
The card which terminates the run is a repeat 
of Card Pair 1 with all the data set equal to 
zero. 
17 
Glossary of Tape 9 Parameters 
Card Pair 1: 
NQSTA 













The number of span stations at which the 
design distribution is defined from wing root 
to tip. 
(Card Pairs 2 and 3 are repeated NQSTA times.) 
The Z coordinate of the span section at which 
the design distribution is given. 
The location of the first specified value 91 
of the speed, expressed as a fraction of the 
local chord. 
Location of the second specified value Q2. 
Location of the third specified value (13. 
(PCQ4 = 1 because the speed Q, is always 
prescribed at the trailing edge.) 
The first prescribed Mach number near the 
leading edge used in spline fitting the design 
distribution at each section. 
The prescribed Mach number near the front of 
the supersonic zone. 
The prescribed Mach number near the rear of 
the supersonic zone. 
The prescribed Mach number at the trailing edge. 
(These parameters are used to define the groove 
for each span station.) 
Location of the left edge of the groove 
expressed as a fraction of the local chord. 
The groove is assumed to be on the upper surface. 
Location of the right edge of the groove 
expressed as a fraction of the local chord. 
The maximum depth of the groove expressed in 
units used in the computational domain. 
18 
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A OTTRWFI EXPERIMENT 
NEW DRFlG FClRMULFl 
.60 -80 
DRFlG RISE CURVES FOR FHRFCIIL 75-06-12, CL=Om6 
Fig. 1. Theoretical and experimental drag rise curves. 
20 
UPPER SURFACE PRESSURE WING FlND SHOCKS 
M = .83r CL = .33r CDW = .0028r FI q 3.8 
Fig. 2. Calcomp plot for analysis run preceding design. 
21 
UPPER SURFfXE PRESSURE WING RND SHOCKS 
M q .83, CL = -41, CDW = m0008r fl = 3.8 
Fig. 3. Calcomp plot for the sample design run. 
22 
LISTING OF A SAMPLE RUN 
FNX 
.12800E+03 
FNY FNZ FPLOT 
.10000E+02 .12000E+02 0. 
XSCAL PSCAL FCONT FSWEEP 
.56000EtOl -.50GGdE+GO . lGGOGE+Gl .lOOOOEt01 
FIT(NM1 COVO(NM) PlO(NM) PZG(NM) 
.lOOOOE+Ol . lOGOOE-G6 .17200EtOA . lGGOOE+Gl 
Y30tNM) BETAO FHALF(NM) FDES(NM) 





























. 6737GEtOO .lOGOOE+Ol 0. 
YSYM FNU FNL 
0. .47GGOE+OZ .35O(rOE+02 










.1577Etol -.1000E+G0 .lOOOE-01 .1403E-01 
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SECTION DEFINITION AT Z - 0.00000 
XLE YLE CHORD 





ZS(K) XL YL 
.20000E+OO .11500E+00 0. 
CHORD THICK AL 
.61470E+OO .lOOOOE+Ol 0. 
FSEC 
G. 
SECTION DEFINITION AT Z = .zoooo 
XLE YLE CHORD 





ZS(K) XL YL 
.4000GE+OO .23000E+OO 0. 
CHORD THICK AL 
.5558UE+oo .lOOOOE+Ol 0. 
FSEC 
0. 
SECTION DEFINITION AT Z - .4bOOO 
XLE YLE CHOkD 





ZS(K) XL YL 
.60000E+OO .345ooE+oo 0. 
CHORD THICK AL 
.49680E+OO .lOOGGE+Ol 0. 
FSEC 
0. 
SECTICN DEFIIvITION AT Z = .6OOOG 
XLE YLE CHUkD 





ZS(K) XL YL 
.8GOOGE+GO .46GOGE+OO 0. 
CHORD THICK AL 
.43790E+OO .lGGOOE+Ol 0. 
FSEC 
0. 
SECTItiN DEFINITION AT Z - .a0000 
XLE YLE CHORD 





ZS(K) XL YL 
.lOOOOE+Ol .57500E+OO 0. 
CHORD THICK AL 
.37890E+oo .lOOOOE+Ol 0. 
FSEC 
0. 
SECTION DEFINITIDN AT Z = 1.00000 
XLE YLE CHORD 






PARAMETERS TO DEFINE THE ASSIGNED DESIGN MACH NUMBER DISTRIBUTION 
K Z PCMl PCM2 PCMS Ml M2 M3 M4 
1 0.000 .065 .220 ,830 .42Q .a50 1.240 .670 
2 .250 .055 .220 .a00 .440 -1.140 1.190 .660 
3 .500 -.055 .220 ,780 .440 1.270 1.210 .670 
4 .a75 .065 .220 .780 .480 1.370 1.120 .660 
5 1.000 .065 .200 .a20 .5OG 1.345 1.000 .7OG 
PCXl PC x2 DSURF 
,500 .900 .002 
.4OG ,900 .002 
.400 .900 .002 
.15G .900 0.000 
.15G ,900 0.000 
26 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1-2 -2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1-2 -2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1 -2 -2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1-2 -2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1-2 -2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1-2 -2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1 -2 -2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1-2 -2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1-2 -2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1-2 -2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1-2 -2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1-2 -2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1-2-2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1 -2 -2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1-2 -2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1-2 -2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1-2 -2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1-2 -2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1-2 -2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1-2 -2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1-2 -2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1-2 -2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1-2 -2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1-2 -2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1-2 -2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1-2 -2 
2 2 2 2 ii 2 2 2 2 -1-2 -2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1-2 -2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1-2 -2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1-2 -2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1-2 -2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1-2 -2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1-2 -2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1-2 -2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 '2 -1-2-2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1-2 -2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1-2 -2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1-2 -2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1-2-2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 - 2 -1-2 -2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 s 2 -1 -2 -2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1-2 -2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1-2-2 
2 2 2 L 2 2 2 2 2 -1-2-2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1-2 -2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1-2 -2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1-2-2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1-2 -2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1-2 -2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 -1-2-2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 l-l-2 -2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 l-l-2-2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 l-l-2 -2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 l-l-2 -2 
28 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 l-l-2 -2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 l-l-2 -2 
2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 l-l-2 -2 
2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 l-l-2 -2 
2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 l-l-2 -2 
2 .2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -2 -2 
2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 l-l-2 -2 
2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 l-l-2 -2 
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l-l-2 -2 
2 1' 1 1' 1 
1 1 1 
11 1 1 
1 1 
i-i-x22 l l 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l-l-2 -2 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l-l-2 -2 
1 1 1 1 1 1 i 1 l-l-2 -2 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l-l-2-2 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l-l-2-2 
1 t 1 1 1 1 1 1 l-l-2 -2 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l-l -2 -2 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l-l-2 -2 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l-l-2 -2 
29 












SCALE FACTOR POkER LAW 
.50000 .50000 
SPANIJISE CELL DISTRIBUTION AND SINGULAR LINE 
Z X SING Y SING xz 
0.00000 r00862 -.GO582 .57735 
.125GO .oaoia -.00556 .56934 
.25GGC .i5i38 -.00516 .57083 
.375GG .22282 -.GO486 .57173 
.5OOGO .29424 -*GO454 .57106 
.62500 .36565 -.00423 .57173 
.75000 .43709 -.00393 .57083 
.a7500 .50829 -.GO353 .56934 
l.OOOGO .579d5 -.00327 .57735 
1.12677 . b5304 -.GO327 .57735 
1.26516 .73294 -.00327 .57735 
1.43301 .a2985 -.GO327 .57735 
YZ xzz YZZ 
.OOGOO -al0644 .G4426 
.00333 -.02173 .GO902 
.00271 .oi938 -.GG807 
.00233 -.00491 .00206 
.00261 -.OOGOO . GO000 
.00233 .GO491 -.GO206 
.00271 -.oi938 .OGaO7 
.OG333 .02173 -.00902 
.ooooo .10644 0.04426 
O.GOOOO O.GOGOO G.00000 
0.00000 0.00000 G. 00000 
0.00000 0. GOCOO O.GOGOO 




STRIP WIDTH FOR HORIZONTAL LINE RELAXATION 
1.00000 
N>r NY hZ 
128 10 12 
COMPUTING TIME 47.497 SECONDS 

































































































ANG OF ATTACK 
l.GGGOO 
J K AVERAGE G 
10 6 0. 
10 5 .24099E+OO 
11 4 .23144E+GO 
11 3 .22337E+GG 
11 3 .21972E+OO 
11 3 .21434E+GG 
11 3 .20744E+OO 
11 3 .20334E+OG 
11 3 .19688E+OO 
11 3 .19178E+OG 
11 3 .1866lE+oo 
11 3 .lall5E+OG 
11 3 .17402E+OO 
11 3 .16688E+OO 
11 3 .16052k+GG 
11 3 .15602fz+OO 
11 3 .15G39E+OO 
11 3 .14704E+GG 
11 3 .14158E+oG 
11 3 .13557E+GG 
ii 3 .13093E+OG 
11 3 .12642E+OG 
11 3 .12177E+GG 
11 3 .11737E+OO 
11 3 .11316E+OG 
11 3 .1094lE+OO 
11 3 .1065GE+OO 
11 3 .102996+00 
11 3 .99338E-01 
11 3 .96995E-01 
11 3 .93886E-01 
11 3 .91089E-01 
11 3 .886llE-01 
11 3 .86250E-01 
11 3 .82413E-01 
11 3 .79798E-01 
11 3 .77769E-01 
11 3 .76239E-01 
11 3 .74098E-01 
11 3 .71992E-01 
11 3 .70lllE-01 
11 3 .68546E-01 
11 3 .66656E-01 
11 3 .646736-01 
11 3 .63204E-01 



















































































































































































































MAX RESIOAL 1 MAX RESIIJAL 2 
.3265E-05 . lZYbli-04 






































































































































































WAVE DRAG = .00078 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































MACH NO YAW ANG OF ATTACK 
.63OciO 0.00000 1. oocoo 

























C MAIN ROUTINE WHICH CONTROLS THE COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE. 









CUMMljN /FLU/ STRIPIP~,P~~P~~BETA,FR,IR,JRIKRIDG,IG,JG~KG~N~~FS~EEP 
DIMENSION XS(20D1111, YS(ZOO,ll), LS(ll), XLEtll), YLE(ll1r SLOPT( 
1111, TRAIL(ll)p NP(ll), Eltll), E2(11), f3(11), E4(11), E5(11), XP 
2(241)~ YP(2411, Dl(241)r D2(241), D3(241)~ X(129)r Y(1291, SV(1291 
31 SM(129)~ CP(1291, CHORD(151, SCL(151, SCD(15)r SCM(15)r FIT(31, 
4COVOt31, PlO(31, P20(3), P3C(3), BETAO(31, STKIPC(31, FHALF(31, Rt 
5St5011, CDUNT(5Ol)r UC(129)r VC(129)j \uC(129), FDES(31, CLb(ll), C 
bLPRE(151, ALFO(15) 
DIMENSION DESC(lO)# LABELtlO), NPAKAM(SD)j TITLEi 












10 WRITE (IWRIT 
WRITE (IkRIT~3901 
READ (1KEAD16601 TITLE 
WRITE (IWRIT, TITLt 
READ (IREAD, DESC 




IF (hX.LT.11 GO TO 380 
KPLOTmABStFPLOT) 
35 
RtAD (IREAD, DESC 
WRITE 1 IWRIT, 790) 
NM-O 
2G NM=NM+l 
READ (IREAD1650) FIT~NM~rCOVO~NM~rP10~hM)rP20o,P30~NM~~P3O~NM~~~ETAO~NM 
l)rFHALF(NM),FDES(NM) 
STRIPO(NM)-1.0 
WRITk (IWRIT, FIT(NM),COVO(NM)rPlO(NM),P20(NM),PSOoM~~P3O~NM~~BETAO~N 
iMhFHALF(NM),FDES(Ntl) 
IF (FHALF(NM).NE.O..AND.NM.LT.31 GO TO 20 
IF (FDES(11.LE.O.I GO TO 30 
READ (IREAD, DESC 
READ (IREAD, TSTEP,FOO,FlO~Fll,FOPT 
WRITE (IWRIT, OESC 




READ (IREAD>b60) DESC 
READ (IREAD, FMACH,YApAL,CDGrCLOPT,RCL,SREF 
WRITE (IiiRIT,800) FMACti,YA,AL,CDO,SREF 
YAW-YA/RAD 
ALPHA=AL/RAD 
CALL GEOM (NOINC,NP,ZSIXS,YSIXLE~YLE~SLUPT~TRA~L~XP~YP~SWE~P~~SWEE 
~P~,SWEE?,DIHED~,DIHED~~DIH~D~XTEO~CHORDO~ZTIP~ISYMO~~SYH~CLO~ 
ISYM=ISYMO 
IF (ALPHA.NE.0.) ISYM=O 





IF (FDES(lI.GT.O.1 CALL READQS (NQSTA,ZPSTA,PCQl,PCa2,PCQ3,091,QQ2 
~,QQ~,UQ~JPCS~,PCS~,DSURF~FMACHI 
IF (FCONT.LT.l.) GO TO 50 




IF (FDES(lI.GT.0.) NH-1 
IF (FDES(NM1.GT.O.) NIT=G 
DO 4C K=l,MZ 
READ (7) ~~G~I~J,K~,I=1,MX~rJ=l~MY~ 
40 CONTINUE 







CALL COORD (NX,NY,NZJKSYM~XTED,ZTIP,XMAX,ZMAX,SY,SCAL~SCALZ~AX~AY~ 
36 
1AZ,AO0A10A20A308O08l,dZ,B3,ZIC1,C20C3) 
CALL SINGL (NC0NZ0KSYH0KTEl0KTEi0CHORDC0S~tEPl0SWEEP20SWEE~0DI~EDl 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
24rE50IND0CLO0CLPRE) 
CALL SURF ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
2XZ,YZ0Al,Cl) 
IF (IND.EQ.0) GO TO 370 
IF (FDES(lT.GT.0.) CALL SETQS (NE0NX0QPRE0SO0SOPRE0ITEl0ITE20KTEl0 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
2RF0NOSTA) 
IF (FCONT.GE.l.) GO TO 60 
NH=1 
NIT-O 
CALL ESTIH (ALFO) 



















IF (KSYM.NE.O) LZ-3 
dRITE (IWRIT042O) 
DO BG 1=20NX 
80 WRITE (IwRIT (IV(I0K)rK=Kl,K2) 
WRITE (IwRIT067G) 
WRITE (IWRIT0430) 
DO YO 1=20NX 
90 WRITE (IWRIT0680) AO(I)0SO(I0LZ)0SO(I0KTE2) 
WRITE (IWRIT0440) 
WRITE (IWRIT0680) XMAX0AX 
WRITE (IWRIT0670) 
WRITE (IWRIT0450) 
DO 100 J-20KY 
100 WRITE (IWRIT0680) BO(J) 
WRITE (IWRIT 





DO 110 K=KlrKZ 
110 WRITE (IWRIT, Z(K)rXC(K),YC(K)rXZ(K)rYZ(K)rXZZorYZZ(KJ 
WRITE (IWRIT 480) 
WRITE (IWRIT ZMAXIAZ 
WRITE (IWRIT, 
lJRITE (IWRIT, 
WRITE (IWkIT16801 STRIP 
WRITE (IWRITr500) 
WRITE (IkRIT17101 NX,NY,NZ 
CALL SECOND (T) 
YRITE (IWRIT, T 
WRITE (IWRIT, 
WRITE (IWRIT FMACH,YA#AL 
IF (FDES(Ntl).LE.O..AND.CLOPT.LE.O.) WRITE (IWRIT, 
IF (FDES(NM1.GT.O.) WRITE (IWRIT, 























IF (FOPT.LT.l.) GO TO 160 
CALL OPT (PDl0GQ2,QQ3r4Q4) 







CALL DRAGC (000.1 
IF (NDES.GT.0) GO TO 180 
DO 170 K=3rMZ 
38 
If (K.LT.KTEl.OP.K.GT.KTE2) GO TO 170 




CALL FORCF (I~~I~IX,Y,CPIAL,CHORD(K)~XC(K)~SCD(K)~SCM(K)) 
170 CONTINUE 




IF (NDES.LE.0) GO TO 190 
IF (NDO.GT.0) RD4=RDO/FLOAT(ND4) 
IF (CLOPT.LE.0.) WRITE (IWRIT KDES,DGIIG,JGIKGJFR~~RIJKIKRIRD 
~QIRDSO,IQ~KQ,VOLDRGICL 
190 IF (NDES.LE.O.AND.CLOPT.LE.0.) WRITE (IWRIT NIT,DG,IG,JG,KG,F 
~RIIRIJR,KR,CLIVOLDRGIP~~P~~BETAINS 
IF (CLOPT.GT.0.) WRITE (IWRIT, NIT,DG,IG,JG,KG0FkrlR,JR,KK,FCL 
l,KCL,RCL,NS 
JRES=JRES+l 
IF (JRES.Ii0.KRE.S) JRES-1 
IF (JRES.NE.1) GO TO 200 
NRES=NRES+l 
COUNT(NRES)=NIT-1 
IF (NDES.GT.G) COUNT(NRES)=HIT*KDES-1 
RES(NRES)-FR 
200 CONTINUE 
IF (NIT.LT.MIT.AND.ABS(DG).GT.COV.AND.ABS(DG).LT.lO.) GO TO 156 
IF (hDES.GT.O.AND.KDES.E0.l.AND.NIT.LT.l~ GO TO 150 






DO 210 K=B,Mi! 
IF (K.LT.KTEl.OR.K.GT.KTE2) GO TO 210 




CALL FURCF (I~~I~IXIY,CPIALICHOKDO~XC(K),SCL(K),SCD~K~~SCM~K~~ 
210 CONTINUE 
CALL TOTFOR (KTE~,KTE~~CHORDISCLISCDISCD~SCR~Z~XC~CL~CD~~CHP~CMR~CMY~A 
1WING) 
00 220 1=20NX 
220 SO(I,2)=3.*(SO(I,3)-SO(I14))+SO(I,5) 
IF (KDES.LT.NDES) GO TO 140 
GO TO 240 
230 IF (JO.EQ.l) GO TO 10 
JO=1 
GO TO 150 
39 
240 RATE=O. 
IF (hRES.GT.ll RATE=~A~S~RES~NRES~/RES~l~~~**~l./~COUNT~NR~S~-COUN 
lid1111 
WRITE (IWRIT, 
WRITE (IWRIT RES(l)rRES(NRES),COUNTtNRES10RATE 
CALL SECOND (T1 















DO 270 K=KTEl,IZDUM 
DZO-. 5*(Z(K+l)-Z(K) 1 
270 S=S+DZO*(CHORD(K+l)+CHORDo) 
CALL DRAGC (000.1 
WRITE (IWRIT, 
WRITE (IWKIT, 560) VOLDRG 
LX=NX/2+1 
LXO=MINO(LX+S60ITE2(KTEl~ 1 
DO 300 I=LXILXO 
KDUM-0 
DO 280 K=KTEl,KTE2 
280 IF (IDRGPLT(I,K).EQ.-2) GO TG 290 
KDUH=KTE2 
GO TO 300 
290 KDUM=K-1 
300 IF (KDUH.GE.KTEl) WRITE (IkRITr720) (IGRGPLT(IrK),K=KTEl,KDUM) 
DO 320 K=3#flZ 
IF (K.LT.KTEl.OR.K.GT.KTL2) GO TO 320 
Il=ITEl(K) 
12=ITE2(K) 
CALL VELO (K0K,SV,SH,CP0X0Y0UC0VC0UC) 
CHORD(K)=X(Il)-X(LX) 
SECDRG(K)=SECDRG(K)/CHURDo 
CALL FORCF ~110120X,Y,CP0AL0CH0RD~K~0XC~K~0SCL~K~0SCD~K~0SCM~K~~ 
IF (KPLOT.GTel.AND.keGT.KTE1) GO TO 310 
WRITE (IWRIT 
WRITE (IWKIT,5701 
iKITE ( IkRITj 6801 FMACH,YA,AL 
rJRITE (IWRIT, 
310 WRITE (IwRIT~6801 Z(K),SCL(K),SCD(K)rSLCDRGtK)0SCMtk10CHORDtK1 









IF (ABS(CDl).GT.l.E-6) VLDl=CL/CDl 
VLD-0. 
IF (ABS(CD).GT.l.E-6) VLD=CL/CD 
WRITE (IWRIT0670) 
WRITE (IwRIT 
WRITE (IWRIT0680) FHACHIYAIAL 
WRITE (IWRIT 
WRITE (IWRIT068O) CL0CDl,CDO0CD,VLDl,VLD 
WRITE (IWRIT VOLDRG 
WRITE (IWRIT0620) 
WRITE (IwRIT CMP~CMK~CMYIAUING 
IF (KPLOT.LT.ll GO TO 330 
CALL THREED ~1PL0T,SV,SM0CP,X,Y,T1TLE0YA0AL0VLD0CL0CD0CH~RD00XSCAL 
l,PSCAL0LABEL0NIT0UCIVC,WC,NF1) 
NFl=11 
IF (IO.EO.0) GO TO 230 
330 IF (ISTOP.EO.l) GO TO 380 
IF (f-HALF(NM).EQ.O.) GO TO 350 
NX=NX+NX 






CALL COORD ~NX,NY,NZ0KSYH,XTE00ZT1P0XMAX0ZMAX0SY0SCAL0SCALZ0AX0AY0 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
CALL SINGL ~NC~NZ,KSYM~KTE~~KTE~~CHORDCYS~EEP~~SWEEP~~SWE~~~DIHED~ 
~,DIH~D~~DIHED,ZS,XLEIYLEIXCIXZ,XZZ,YCIYZ~YZZ~Z~C~~C~~C~~E~~E~~E~~E 
240E50IND,CLO,CLPRE) 
CALL SURF ~ND0NE,NC0NX0NZ,ISYH,KSYM0KT~l0KTE2,SCAL0YAW0A~0Z~ZS~XC~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
EXZ0YZ0A10Cl) 
IF (IND.EO.0) GO TO 370 
IF (FDES(l1.GT.O.) CALL SETQS (NE,NX,OPRE0S00S0PRE01TE101TE20KTE10 
1KTE2rZ,Z4STA~AO~PCOl~PC92,PCQ3,UC,VC,aOl~O~2~OQ3~~O4~PCSl~PCS2~DSU 
ERF,NOSTA) 
CALL REFIt$ (ALFO) 
IREFIN= 
















CALL COORD ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
lAZ~AO,Al,A2,A3,BO,BlrS2,83,ZtClrC2,C3) 
CALL SINGL (NC,NZJKSYHIKTE~~KTE~~CHORD~~SWEEP~~SWEEP~~SWEEP~DIHED~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
240E50IND,CLO,CLPRE) 
CALL SURF ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
2XZ,YZ,Al,Cl) 
IF (lND.EP.0) GO TO 370 
GO TO 230 
350 Kl-KTEl-1 
K2=KTE2+ITE2(KTE2)-NX/Z 
WKITE (8) NX,NY,NZ,NM0K10K20NIT 
UKITE (6,630) 
DO 360 K-1rMZ 
WRITE (8) ((G(I0J,K),I=l,MX)rJtl,MY) 
360 CONTINUE 
WRITE (8) (EO(K~,K=K~JKE) 
END FILE 8 
REWIND 8 
GO TO 10 
370 WRITE (IWRIT,67C) 
WRITE (IWRIT0640) 
GO TO 10 
380 CONTINUE 
CALL PLOT (0.00.0999) 
STOP 0101 
C 
390 FORMAT (28HGNYU INVERSE SwEPT WING CODE) 
400 FORMAT (lX0lOA8) 
410 FURMAT (lX06F10.3) 
420 FORMAT 148HOINDICATION OF LOCATION OF WING AND VORTEX SHEET027H IN 
1 COORDINATE PLANE Y = O./27HO((IV(I,K),K=Kl~K2~~1=2~NX)) 
430 FORMAT (49HOCHORDWISt CELL DISTRIBUTION IN SQUARE ROOT PLANE054H A 
1ND MAPPED SURFACE COORDINATES AT CENTER LINE AND TIP/15HO X 
2 r15t-i ROOT PROFILE015H TIP PROFILE 1 
440 FORMAT (15HO TE LOCATION 015H POWER LAk 1 
450 FORMAT (46HONORMAL CELL DISTRIBUTION Ih SGUARE ROOT PLANE/15HO 
1Y 1 
460 FORMAT (15HO SCALE FACTOR015H POWER LAW 1 
470 FORMAT (45HOSPANUISE CELL DISTRIBUTION AND SINGULAR LINE/15HO 
1z 0 15H X SING 015t-i Y SING ,15t-! xz 
2,15H YZ r15ii xzz r15H YZZ 1 
42 
480 FORMAT (15HO TIP LOCATIDN015H POWER LAW 1 
490 FORMAT (19HOITERATIVE SOLUTION/43HOSTRIP WIDTH FOR HORIZONTAL LINE 
1 RELAXATION) 
500 FORMAT (15HO NX 0 15H NY r15i-i NZ 1 
510 FORMAT (15HO MACH NO 0 15H YAW ,15ti ANG OF ATTACK) 
520 FORMAT (lOHOITERATION015H CORRECTION 04H 1 r4t-i J l 4H K 015H 
1 RESIDUAL r+H Ir4ti J04H K 015h SEC LIFT COR 04H K l IOH 
2 RALF 0lOH SONIC PTS) 
530 FORMAT (lOHOITERATION015H CORRECTION 04H I: 04i-i J 04H K 015H 
1 RESIDUAL r4H 1 ,4H J 04H K l 15h AVERAGE 0 rl5H MAXI 
EMUM Q 04H 1 r4t-i K 0lOH DRAG0 1Oh CL) 
540 FORMAT (lGHOITERATION,15H CORRECTION ,4H 1 ,4H J 04H K 015H 
1 RESIDUAL r4i-i 1 r4H J 04H K 010H CL. 0lOH DRAG 010 
2H REL FCT 1rlOH REL FCT 2010H BETA 0lOH SONIC PTS) 
550 FORMAT (15HO MAX RESIDAL 1015H MAX RESIDAL 2015H wURK 01 
15H REDUCTN/CYCLE 1 
560 FORMAT (13HOWAVL DRAG = ,F9.50/023H PRINTOUT OF IDRAG(I,K)) 
570 FORMAT (24HOSECTION CHARACTERISTICS/lSHO MACH NO 015H Y 
1Aw 0 15H ANG OF ATTACK) 
580 FORMAT (/13H SPAN STATIOh012X2HCL010X5HCDOLD0lOX5HCDNEW,13X2HCH0lO 
lX5HChORD) 
590 FORMAT (21HOWING CHARACTtRISTICS/15tiD MACH NO 015h YAW 
1 9 15H ANG Ot- ATTACK) 
600 FORMAT (15HO CL 015i-i CD FORM 015t-i CD FkICTION 01 
15H CD 015H L/D FORM 015H L/D 1 
610 FORMAT (/2X15H CL WAVE r/f10.5) 
620 FORMAT (/2X8HCM PITCH06X7HCM ROLL09X6HCH YAW09X5HAWING) 
630 FORMAT t lX,14hWRITk ON TAPEB) 
640 FORMAT (24HOBAD DATA,SPLINE FAILURE) 
650 FORMAT (8ElO. 7) 
660 FORMAT (lOA 
670 FORMAT (lhl) 
680 FURMAT (F12.507F15.5) 
690 FORMAT (lX08E15.5) 
700 FORMAT (lH0010A8) 
710 FORMAT (1807115) 
720 FORMAT ( 1X0 32 I4 1 
730 FURMAT (110,E15.5,314rE15.5,314~5F10.5~1101 
740 FORMAT (110,E15.5~314~E15.5,314,2E15.5~214,F10.4~F6.2~ 
750 FORMAT (110~E15.5r314,E15.5r314~E15.5~14,F10.5~110~ 
760 FORMAT (2E15.402F15.4) 
770 FORMAT (15HOCOMPUTING TIME0F10.301GH SECONDS 1 
780 FORMAT ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
19X5HFCONT,lOX6HFSWEEP/lX0BEl4.5) 
790 FORMAT ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
lNM~06X9HBETAO(NM)06X9HFHALF(~~M)06X8HFDES(hM~) 
800 FORMAT ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
END 
43 
SUBROUTINE GEOM (NDINC,NP,ZS,XS,YS,XLEIYL~~SLOPTITRAILIXP~YP~SWEEP 
11,SUtEP2,SWEEP,DIHEDl~DIH~D2~DIHED~XTEG~ChORDO~ZTIP~ISYMD~KSYH~CLO 
2) 
C GEOMETRIC DEFINITION OF WING 
DIMENSION XS(ND,1)0 YS(ND,l), ZS(l), XLE(l)r YLE(l)r SLOPTil), TRA 





READ t IREAD, DESC 
READ (IREAD, ZSYM,FNC~S~EEP~,SWEEP~,S~EEP,DIHED~~DIHE~J~~DIHED 
WRITE (IWRIT,190) ZSYM~FNC,S~EEP~,SWEEF~~SWEEP,DIHED~,DIHED~~DIHED 













10 READ (1KEAD11501 DESC 
READ (IREAD, ZS(K),XL,YL~CHORD,THICK,AL,FSECICLOo 
UKITE (IwRIT ZS(K)rXL,YL,CHORD,THICKJAL,FSEC 
ALPHA=AL/kAD 
IF (K.GT.l.AND.FSEC.EQ.O.1 Gi3 TO 80 
READ (IREAD DtSC 
READ (IREADp140) YSYM>FNU,FNL,SNGOPT>ZEND,SNGRAT 




READ (IREAD DESC 
READ (IREAD, TRLJSLT,XSINGJYSING 
WRITE (IWRIT, TRL,SLTrXSING,YSiNG 
READ (IREAD,150) DESC 
WRITE (IkRIT~230) 
DO 20 I=NLIN 
READ (IREAD XR(I),YP(I) 
20 WRITE (IwRIT, XP(I),YP(I) 
L=NL+l 
IF (YSYH.GT.0.) GO TO 40 
44 
READ (1REA01150) DESC 
iJRITE (IWRIT, 
DO 39 I=lrNL 
READ (IKEADp140) VALIDUM 




GO TO 60 
40 J-L 




60 WRITE (IURITrl60) 
WRITE (IWRIT, ZS(K) 
WRITE (IWRITrl70) TRL,SLT,XSINGIYSING 
WRITE (1WRIT11261 
DO 7C I=l,N 

















IF (YSYM.LE.0.. OR.ALPHA.NE.O.1 ISYMO-0 
WRITE (1wRIT1130) ZS(K) 
WRITE (IWRIT,170) XL,YL,CHUKDjTHICK,AL 
K=K+l 
IF (K.LE.NC) GO TO 10 
ZO=.5*(ZS(l)+ZS(NC)) 
IF (KSYM.NE.D) ZO=ZS(I) 





110 FORMAT (16HOPROFILE AT Z - ,F10.5/15HO TE ANGLE 8 15H TE SL 
1OPE ,15H X SING ,15H Y SIEiG 1 
120 FORMAT (15HO X r15H Y 1 
130 FORMAT (27HOSECTION DEFINITION AT Z - rF10.5/15HO XLE ,15 
..~ 
1H YLk ,15H CHCRD rl5hTHICKNESS RAT10,15H AL 
2PHA 1 
140 FORMAT (8F10.6) 
150 FORMAT (lOA 
160 FORMAT (1Hl) 
170 FORMAT (F12i4r7F15.4) 
180 FORMAT (8E15.5) 
190 FORMAT (/~X~HZSYMI~~X~HFNC,~OX~HSWEEP~~~%~HSWEEP~~~X~HSWEEP~~OX~HD 
1IHEDlr9X6HDIHED2r10X5HDIHED/lX~BEl5.5~ 
200 FORMAT ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
12X4HFSEC/lX,7E15.5) 
210 FORMAT (/~X~HYSYMI~~X~HFNUI~~X~HFNL/~X~~E~~.~~ 
220 FORMAT ~/6X3hTRL~12X3HSLT,1lX5HXSING~lGX5hYSING/lX~4El5.5~ 
230 FORMAT (/5X5HXP(I),lOX5HYP(I)1 
240 FORMAT (/6X3HVAL,12X3HDUM) 
END 
SUBROUTINE COORD (NX,NY,NZIKSYM,XTEO,ZTIP,XMAX,ZMAX~SYISCAL~SCALZ~ 
lAX,AY,AZ,AOpAl,A2,A3,d0,81rB2ra3rZ,ClrC2~C3) 
C SETS UP STRETCHED PARABOLIC AND SPANwISE COORDINATES 
DIMENSION AO(l), Al(11~ A24119 A3(1), 130(l), 81(l), BZ(11, 83(l), 
12(l), Cl(l), C2(l)r C3(1) 






































Dci 40 I=l,MX 
DD=(I-l)*DY-l.+(NXl-NXj*DX/2. 
B-l. 







GO TO 30 




















BO( J 1 =SY*DD/C 
Bl(J)= .S*Dl/DY 
B2( J 1 =Dl*Dl*V2 






DO 80 K=2,K2 
DD=(K-Kl)*DZ-ZO 
a-1. 







GO TO 70 














SUBROUTINE SINGL (NC,NZ,KSYM,KTEl,KTE2JCHORDO,SWEEPl~SWEEP2~SWEEP~ 
lDIHEDl,DIHED2rDIHEDIZS,XLEJYLE~YLE~~C~XZ~XZZ~YC~YZ~YZZ~Z~Cl~C2~C3~El~E 
~~~E~,E~,E~,IND,CLOJCLPRE) 
C GENERATES SINGULAR LINE FOR SQUARE RDOl TRANSFORMATION 
DIMENSION ZS( 11, XLti(l), YLE(l), XC(l)r XZ(l)J XZZ(11, YC(11, YZ(1 
11, YZZ(l1t Z(l)r Cl(l)~ C2(1), C3(1)~ El(l), E2(1)9 E3tl)r E4(1), 
2f5(1), CLO(l)r CLPRE(1) 









20 DO 3C K=Kl,K2 
IF (Z(K).LT.ZS(l)) KTEl-Ktl 
48 







CALL SPLIF (1,NC,ZS,XLE,ElrE2,E3~l~Sl~l~S2,0,0.rIND~ 
CALL INTPL (KTElrKTE2,Z,XC,l,NC,ZSIXLE,E1,E2~E3sO) 
CALL INTPL (KTElrKTE2~Z,XZ,l,NC,LS,E1JEZ,E3,E4,0) 
CALL INTPL (kTEl,KTE2,ZpXZZ,l,NC,ZS,EZJE3,E4,E5,C) 
CALL SPLIF (l,NC,ZS,YLkrElrE2rE3,1,Tl,l,T2~0~0.~IND1 
CALL INTPL (KTElrKTE2rZ,YC,lrNCIZSJYLE,E1,E2,f3,0) 
CALL INTPL (KTE~,KTE~,Z,YZI~~NC,ZSJE~,~Z,E~,E~,~) 
CALL INTPL (KTElpKTE2,Z,YZZ,lrNC,ZS,E2,E3,E4,E5,0) 
CALL SPLIF (~~NC~ZS~CLO~E~~E~,E~,~,O.,S,O.~~DO.~O~O.~IND~ 









IF (KSYM.NE.0) GO TO 50 
N-KTEl-1 

















XZZ(K) =-(SZ-S)*A/ (B*B) 




SUBROUTINE SURF (ND,NE,NC,NXrNZ,ISYM,KSYMrKTElrKTE2,SCALrYAW,AO,Z, 
1ZS,XC,YC,SLOPT,TRAILIXS1YS1NP,ITElrITEZ~IV~SO~ZO~XP~YP~Dl~D2~D3~X~ 
ZY,IND,XZ,YZ,Al,Cl) 
C INTERPOLATES MAPPED WING SURFACE AT MESH POINTS 
C lNTERPOLATION IS LINLAR IN PHYSICAL PLANE 
DIMENSION S0tNE111, xSfND111, YS(ND,l)r ZS(l1r SLOPT(l1r TRAIL(l), 
1 XC(l), YC(l), AO(l)t Z(l), ZO(l)r X(l)r Y(l), XP(11p YP(l), 01(l) 
2, 02(l), 03(l), lv(NE,l)~ NP(l)r ITEl(l), ITE2(11, XZ(l), YZ(l), A 
31(l), Cl(l) 










DO 1C K=l,MZ 
ITEl(K) =MX 
ITE2(K)=MX 













DO 50 I-2rNX 
IF ((AO(I)+.5*DX).LT.-CC) Il'=Itl 
















DO 90 I=l,N 
R=SQKT(XS(I,KK)**2tYS(I~KK)**2) 





















CALL SPLIF (lrhrXP,YP,D1,D2rD3,l~Tl~l~T2~O~O.~IND~ 








DO 100 I=Z,M 



























DO 120 I=E,NX 
120 SO(I,K)-SO(IIK)+Q~Y(~) 
IF (KK.EQ.KZ) GO TO 130 
KK=KE 
P-R2 
GO TO 60 
130 DO 140 I=11912 
140 IV( IIK) =2 
M-11-1 
00 150 I=k,M 
ZZ=Z(K)-TYAW*(XC(K)+Sl*AO(II) 
IF (ZZ.GE.ZO(KTEl)) IV(I,K)-IV0 
150 CONTINUE 
M=I2+1 
DO 160 I=MINX 
ZZ-Z(K)-TYAW*(XC(K)tSl*AO(I)*AO~I~1 




IF (K.LE.KTE2) GO TO 2i) 
Kl=2 
K2-NZ 
IF (KSYM.EQ.0) Go TO 170 
Kl-3 
K2=NZt2 
170 DO 160 1=2,NX 
ZZ-Z(K)-TYAW*(XC(K)+Sl*AO(I)*AU(I11 
IF (ZZ.Lik.ZS(NC).AND.ZZ.GE.ZOO) IV(I,K)-IV0 
180 CONTINUE 
K=K+l 
IF (K.LE.K2) GO TO 170 
N-KTE2 
IF (YAW.LE.0.) GO TO 200 
IO=ITEl(KTE2) +l 







DO 220 K-K10KE 
00 210 I-20NX 
IF (IV(I0K1.GT.O) GO TO 210 
IF (IV(I+l0K+l).GT.O.OR.IV~I-10Ktl1.GT.O) IV(I,K)-IV1 
IF (IV(I+10K-1).GT.O.OR.IV~I-l0K-l~.GT.O~ IVtI,K)-IV1 
210 CONTINUE 
220 IF (SO(LX0K).LT.l.E-05) IV(LX0K)=O 
IF (KSYtl.EQ.0) RETURN 




SUBROUTINE ESTIfl (ALFO) 












DO 10 I-10129 
00 10 J-1012 
DO 10 K=l015 
10 G(11JfiKl.0. 
K-l 
DO 30 K=lrflZ 
DO 20 I-2rNX 
G(I,KY+l,K)-0. 



























SUBROUTINE MI XFLO 
C SOLUTION OF EQUATIONS FOR MIXED SUBSONIC AND SUPERSONIC FLOW 









COYMON /FL01 STRIP,PlrP2rP3rBETA,FR,IR,JR,KR,DG,IG,JG,KG,NS,FS~EEP 
































IF (FMACH.GE.l.J Kl-3 
KZ-NZ 





IF (L.EQ.NX/Z) L-L-1 
Il=LX-L 
IE-LX+L 
IF (L.EQ.0) 12=LX-1 
DD 20 J=l,MY 






IF (K.EQ.KlJ GO TO 90 







DO 30 J-2,KY 
YP=BO(J)+SO(I,3) 




















00 7c II=l,M 
I=LX-II 





























90 DO 150 K=KK,KZ 
















110 SXZ(i)=Tl*Al( I)*Cl(K)*DSIK 
L-K 
IF (12.LE.11) GO TO 130 
IF (FSWEEP.LT.O.1 GO TO 120 
CALL YSWEEP 
GO TO 130 
120 CALL VYSWEEP 
130 CONTlNUE 
IF (K.NE.KTE2.0R.YAbd.LE.O.) GO TO 150 
IU=ITEl(K1+1 






C BOUNGARY CONDITION AT INFINITY REPLACED BY MIXED DIRIChLET 
C AND NEUMANN CONClTIUN AT CONTROL SURFACE 
DO 160 I-l,MX 
00 160 J=l,MY 
160 G(I,J,K3J+(l. -BETZ/BSCALl~*G(I,J,KZ) 
DO 170 J=lrMY 
G(IZtl,J,21=(1 .-BETX/BSCPL)~G(I2,JJ2) 
170 G(Il-l,J,2)=(l.-BETX/BSCAL)*G(Il,J~2) 
DO 180 I-~JMX 





C THE FINITE DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS FOK G ARE SOLVED BY kObt RELAXATION 










COHMON /FLO/ STRIP~Pl~P2~P3~6ETA~FR~IR~JR~KRrDG~IG~JG~KG~NS~FSWEEP 











IF (FMACH.GE.l.) Jl-3 
C(Il-11-o. 
D(Il-l)=O. 




























































































































DO 8C M-11013 
CG=D(I)-C(I)*CG 











IF (J-KY) 2O0300110 
90 IF (12.GT.ITEE(K)) 13=ITE2(K) 
IF (ITE2(K).EQ.MX) 13-LX 




GO TO 20 
110 N=NO 
I-LX+1 
IF (K.LT.kTEl.OR.K.GT.KTE21 GO TO 130 
IO-NXt2-13 














120 G(I,KY+l,L)=G(I,KY-l,L)tiV*fl. -H*BZ*HZ)-U*FXY-W*HZ)/(FYY*BIo) 
I=10 





130 IF (I.LE.11) GO TO 17O 
I-I-1 
E-O. 
IF (IV(I,K).NE.l) GO TU 160 
ZZ=Z(K)-TYAW(XC(K)tSl*AOiI)*Ati(I)) 
140 IF (ZZ.GE.ZO(N-11) GO TJ 150 
N-N-1 






GK2(M,KY )=GKl (M,KY 1 
GKl(M,KY)=G(M,KY,L) 
G(M,KY,L)=G(I,KY,L)tE 
GO TO 130 
C ACCURATE TRUNCATED BOUNDARY CDhDITIONS 
170 CONTINUE 
61 
DO 180 1=2,NX 
180 G(I0Jl-lrL)=(li-BETY/BSCALl~*G~I0Jl0L~ 
DO 190 ‘J=l,MY 
G(Il-lrJ,L)=(l .-BETX/BSCAL)*G(IlrJ,L) 
190 6(12+1,J,L)=(l. -BETX/BSCAL)*G(I2,J,L) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBRDUTINk VELO (K~LDSV~SMDCPDXDYDUCDVCDWC~ 









DIMENSION SV(11, SM(I), CP(l)r X(l), Y(l)r UC(l), VC(l), WC(l) 
DIMEhSION 42(129), 92S(l29), O2SX(129), OZSZ(l29)r O2fl(l29)r 02SMf 
11291, Q2SXM(129), Q2SZM(1291~ QZP(129) 
DIMENSION DY(l29)r DYK(129) 
COMMON /DIM/ NXl,NYlpNZl,FDIM 
IlO=ITEl(KTEl~ 
1201ITE2iKTE11 






DO 20 1=110,120 
FH=AG(I)~AO(I)+SO(I,K)sSO(I,K) 
H-O. 
IF (IV(I,K).NE.O) H=l./Fh 
AZ =-AO(I)*XZ(K)-SO(I,K1*YZtKl 






























IF (NDES.LE.0) RETURN 












IF (K.GT.KTEl) GO TO 30 













IF (k.GT.KTEl+l) GU TO 60 











IF (I.LE.1101 GO TU 100 
IP=I+l 
IM+I-1 
IF (I.GT.ITE2(KM).OR.I.LT.ITEl~KM)) GO TO 70 
Q2X+2.4A1(1)4(Q2(IP)-~2~1~) 
IF (02SXM(I).LE.O.) 02X=2.*Al(I)*(U2~11-420) 
42Z=2.*Cl(KM)*(QZP(I)-a2(1)) 












IF (DUM~I.LT.SOPRE(IIKMI) DUMM=SOPRE(I#kM) 
DY(I)-DUMM-SO(IIKM) 
SO(IJKM)-DUHM 
IF (SO(IIKM).LE.SOPRE(I,KM)) GO TO 90 








GO TO 70 
100 CONTINUE 
IF tKFLAG.EP.l) RETURN 








IF (K.LT.kTE2) RETURN 
DO 120 I=IlO,I20 
120 Ct2P(I)=AMINl(O.r2.*Q2(I)-QZMo) 
KFLAG=l 




DIMENSION XXx(34)~ YYY(34)r DRAG{341 
COMMON /DIM/ NXlrNYl,Ni!l,FDIM 

















DO 130 K=KTEl,KTE2 
INDPLT=INDPLT+l 
















DO 40 J=2,KY 






























C SECOND OROER ACCURATE VOLUME INTEGRAL 
VOLORG=VULDRG+FACY*FACZ*DUHM 
SfCORG(K)-SECDRG(K)+AUSNG*DUHM/(SCALZ*DZO) 
IF (J.EQ.KY) IORGPLT(I,K)-1000000.*DUMH 
30 IF (IND.NE.l) GO TO 40 








IF (IND.NE.l) GO TO 130 
00 60 J=ZIKY 





DO 120 JJ=E,KY 
J-KY+Z-JJ 
SIZE-SZO4DRAGtJ) 





IF (SIZE.LT.SCUT.AND.1PREV.EQ.O) GO TO 110 
IF (J.EQ.KY) GO TO 110 
IF (IPREV.EQ.l.AND.SIZE.GE.SCUT) GO TO 80 















GO TO 80 
70 XX=2.*(XXX(J+l)-XC(K))/SCAL 
YY=2.*(YYY(Jtl)-YC(K))/SCAL 












IF (KTEZ.LT.10) GO TO 90 
IF (MOO(IhDPLT,2).EQ.O) GO TG 110 
90 CONTlNUE 




CALL PLOT (XX,YY,3) 
XX=FAC+XLt(le-FAC)*XLO 
YY=FAC*YLt(l.-FAC)*YLO 
100 CALL PLOT (XX,YY,E) 
110 IPREV=O 













SUBROUTINE CPLUT (I~~IZ,X,Y,ZIAIB,C,O,FMACH) 
C PLOTS CP AT EQUAL INTEKVALS IN THE MAPPED PLANE 
DIMENSION KODE(3)1 LlNE(100)~ X(l), Y(l), A(l), B(l), C(l), D(l), 
lZ(11 












IF (LXO.LT.I2-491 ISPA- 
AMAX-0. 
CMAX-0. 
















IF (K3.GE.l) GO TO 30 
K3=1. 
GO TG 40 
30 LINE(K3)=KODE(2) 
40 K4=(36./CtlAX)*C(I)+l. 
IF (K4.GE.l) GO TO 50 
K4=1 




IF (Z(I1.GT.O) JJ-1 











80 FORMAT (lXp/,3X,3HX/C~4X~5HMCOMPp4Xs5HMOSGN~3H ON) 




SUBROUTINE FORCF (I~,IZ,X,YICPIAL,CHORDIXM,CL,CD,CM) 
CALCULATES SECTION FORCE COEFFICIENTS 






















SUBROUTINE TOTFOR (KTE~,KTE~,CHORO,SCL,SCOJSCM,Z,XC~CL~CO~CMP,CMR, 
lCMY,AWING) 
C CALCULATES TOTAL FORCE CIIEFFICIENTS 
70 



























SUBROUTINE OPT (041~UQ2r4Q3,OQ4 1 
C INITlALIZES PARAMETERS FOR THE OPTIMIZATION ROUTINE 
C AND CALLS OPTIMIZER 
DIMENSION QQl(l)j QQZ(l), GC3(1), QQ4(1) 





















SUBROUTINE DRFCT (NOUM,XDUMpF) 
C EVALUATES THE DRAG AS A FUNCTILiN OF THE SPEED DISTRIBUTION 









COMMON /FLO/ STRIP,PlrP2rP3,BETA,FR,IRIJR,KR,DGJIGIJG~KG~N~~FS~EEP 
DIMENSION XDUH(1) 
DlMfkS10~ SV(129)p SM(1291, CP(1291, X(129)t Y(l29)r UC(1291, VC(1 














IF (ISTART.NE.1) CALL TKEAD 
ISTART=ISTART+l 
IF (ISTART.GE.lO) IMAX- 
DO 10 KL-195 
PRINT 709 ZQSTA(KL1,QQl(KL1,QQ20,003(KL),aQ4(KL~ 
10 CONTINUE 














DO 30 K=KTElrKTE2 




CALL FORCF (IlrI2,X,Y,CP,AL,CHORD(K)rXC[K),SCL(K)rSCD(K)~SCM(K~) 
30 CONTINUE 
CALL TOTFOR ~KTE~~KTE~,CHORD~SCL,SCD,SCD~SCM~Z~XC~CL~CD~~CNP~CMR~CMY~A 
1WING) 
IF (NDQ.GT.0) RDQ=RDQ/FLOAT(ND4) 
WRITE (IWRIT,90) ITER,FR,DG,NSIRDQ,RDSOIVOLDRG,CL,NITOT 
IF (ITER.GE.IMAX) GO TO 40 
IF (AMAXl(RDQ,RDSO).GE.2.) GO TO 40 
IF (PDQ.GT.QCUT.OR.RDSO.GT.QMClJT) GO TL 20 
40 VC)LDRG=O. 
CALL DRAGC (0) 
WRITE (IWRIT, VCILDRG 
NDUHG=NDUM/2 
DO 50 I-2,3 
XMA1=S0RT(Q02(11**2/~AA0-.2*Q02~1~**2~~ 
XMA2=S0RT~Q03~1~~~2/~AAD-.2~Q~3~1~4~2~~ 
50 lJRITE IIwR1T~110) 1,042~1~,493~I~,XMA1tXMA2 
DO 60 K=KTEl,KTE2 




CALL FORCF ~IlrI2rX~Y~CP,ALtCHORD~K~,XCo,SCL~K~~SCL~K~~SCD~K~~SCH~K~~ 
WRITE (IWRIT, Z(K)>SCL(K) 
CALL CPLOT ~IlrI2,SM~UC~VC,QPRE~l~K~~AG~SOPRE~1,K),SO~l~K~~FMACH~ 
60 CONTINUE 
F=VOLDRG 
CALL CHEKPTX (VAR) 
RETURN 
C 
70 FORMAT (lX,5F10.5) 
80 FORMAT ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~DQMAX,~X,~HDRAGIBXI~HCL,~X,~HNZTDT,///) 
90 FORMAT (1X,110,2E10.3,110,2E10.3~F10.5~F6.2,I6) 
100 FORMAT (lX,//,lXSHDRAG=,F10.5J20H SFEEOl SPEEO2,20H MACH1 
1 MACH2 1 
110 FORMAT (lX,/,6X,IlOp4F10.5) 
73 
120 FORMAT (lHl,lX,7HZ(K) = >F10.5r2X,bH CL = ,F10.2//) 
END 
SUBROUTINE TREAD 















DO 10 K=l,MZ 
RtAD (NT) ((G(I,J,K),I=l,MX),J=l~MY) 
10 CONTINUE 
READ (NT) (EO(K),K=Kl,KE) 















DO 10 K=lrMZ 
WRITE (NT) ((G(I,JIK),I-~~MX)~J=~~MY) 
10 CONTINUE 
WRITE (NT) (EO(K),K=kljKZ) 





20 FORMAT (lX115H kRITE ON TAPE81 
END 
SUBROUTINE VAlOA (FUNCTIN,X,FJG,H,W,DFN~XM~HHIEPS,MODE,MAXFN~IPRIN 
lT, IEXIT) 
C UPTIMIZATIUN SUBROUTINE 
C PERFUKMS LINE StARCH FOR DRAG MINIMUM 
REAL X(l),G(l),H(l),~(l)rXH(l) 
IF (IPRINT.NE.0) PRINT 190 








IF (MODE.EQ.31 GO TO 40 
IF (MODE.EQ.2) GO TO 30 
IJ=NN+l 
DO 20 I-1,N 




GO TO 40 
75 
30 CONTlNUE 
CALL MCllB (H,N#IR) 








IF (DFN.EO.O.l DF=F-Z 
IF (DFN.LT.0. 1 DF=ABS(DF*F) 
IF (DF.LE.O.1 DF=l. 
50 CONTINUE 
GO TO 170 
60 CllNTlNUE 
IF (IFN.GE.MAXFN) GO TO 130 
IF (1PRINT.EQ.C) GO TO 70 
IF IMOD(iTN~IPRINT)~NE~O~ Go TO 70 
PRINT 210, ITN,IFN 
PRINT 220, F 
IF (IPRINT.LT.0) GO TO 70 
PRINT 2209 (X(1),1-1,N) 
PRINT 220) (W(IG+I),I=lrN) 
70 CONTINUE 
ITN-ITN+l 
DO 80 I=l,N 
80 W(I) =-W(IG+I) 
CALL MCllE (H,N,W,GjlR) 
z-o. 
GSO=O. 
Dil YO I=lrN 
W(IS+I)=W(I) 




IF (GSO.Gk.O.l GO TO 140 
ALPHA=- 2.*DF/GSC, 
PRINT 230) ALPHA 




DO 110 JD-2~5 
DSTEP=FLOAT(JD-l)*DSTEPO 
DO 100 I=ltN 
160 d(I)=X(I)+DSTEP*W(IS+I) 
CALL FUNCT th,W~Fl) 




















DO 120 I=lrN 
W(I)-X(I)+DSTEP*W(IS+I) 
CALL FUNCT (N,WIF~) 
GO TO 170 
CONTINUE 
IEXIT= 
GO TO 150 
CONTINUE 
IF (IDIFF.EQ.21 GO TO 150 
IDIFF=2 
GU TLi 50 
CUNTINUE 
DO 160 I=lrN 
G(I)-W(IGtI) 
IF (IPRINT.EQ.0) RETURN 
PRINT 2101 ITN,IFN,IEXIT 
PRINT 2209 F 
PRINT 220, (X(I),I=l,N) 
PRINT 220, (G(I)jI=lrN) 
RETURN 
CONTINUE 
IF (ITN.GE.l) RETURN 
CALL FUNCT (N,X,F) 
IFN-IFN+l 
CALL TWRIT 








GO TO 60 
FORMAT (15HlENTRY TO VAlOA,/) 
FORMAT (6H DFN -,F10.5r5H HH -,F10,5~/,8H XII(I) -,(F10.5)) 
FORMAT (2415) 
FORMAT ((8E15.7)) 
FURHAT (lX,7HALPHA -pFlO.S) 
END 
77 
SUBRGUTINE MC118 (ApN,IR) 
C OPTIMIZATION SUBROUTINE 
C FACTORIZE A MATRIX GIVEN IN A 
DIMENSION A(1) 
IR-N 
IF (N.GT.l) GO TO l? 







00 50 1=2,N 
AA-A(111 
NI=II+NP-I 









DO 40 IJ-IP,NI 
V=A( IJ 1 /AA 










SUBROUTINE MCllE (A,N,Z,W,IR) 
C CIPTIMIZATIUN SUBROUTINE 
C MULTlPLY A VECTOR Z BY THE INVERSE OF THE FACTORS GIVEN IN A 
DIMENSION A(l), Z(l), W(1) 
IF (1R.LT.N) RETURN 
W(l)=Z(l) 










































IF (l.GT.O) GO Til 30 
J*J-1 
JJ-JJ-2 
IF (J.GT.0) GO TO 20 
DO 40 J=l,KY,2 
DO 40 1'20NX02 
40 G(I,J,K)=. S~(G(I+l,J,K)+G(I-1,3JK)) 
DO 60 I=l,MX 
00 50 J=Z,NY,2 
50 G(I,J,K)-, 5f(G(I,J+l,K)+G(I,J-l,K)) 
60 G(I,MY,K~=O. 
70 CONTINUE 
IF (KSYM.NE.0) GO TO 80 
MZM-HZ0 
MZST=NZ+l 




DO 100 J=l,MY 
DO 1OG I=ltMX 
100 G(I,J,MZST~-G(I,J,MZM) 
IF (MZST.EO.l) GO TO 120 
MZST=MZST-1 
DO 110 J=lrMY 












IF (KSYM.NE.0) kK=K+l 





IF (K.LT.KTEl.OR.K.GT.KfEZ) GO TO 150 
Il=ITEl(K) 
12=ITE2(K) 

































IF (IV(Iyk1.NE.l) GO TU 180 
ZZ=Z(K)-TYAW*(XC(K)+Sl*AOo) 
lq0 IF (ZZ.Gf.ZO(N-111 GO TO 170 
N-N-1 
GO TO 160 





IF (IV(I,K).NE .-1) GO TO 190 
G(I,KY,K)-. 5*G(I,KY,K-1)+.25*(G(I,KY,KY,K+l~+G~M,KY,K+l~~ 




G(I,KYil,K)=. ~*(G(I,KY,K)+G(IIKY-2,K) 1 
G(M,KY-~DK)=.~*(G(M,KYIK)+G(MIKY-~~K)) 











IF (K.GE.KTEl) GO TO 210 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE SPLIF (M,NJS,FIFP,FPP,FFPP,KM,VMIKN,VN,MODE,FQM~IND) 
C CUBIC SPLlNE FIT WITH PRESCRIBED END CONDITIONS 
C INTEGRAL PLACED IN FPPP IF MODE GREATER THAN 0 
C IND SET TO ZERO 1F DATA ILLEGAL 
DIMENSION S(l), F(l), FP(l), FPP(l), FPPP(1) 
IND=O 
K=IABS(N-M) 






IF (DS) 209180920 
20 DF=(F(J)-F(I))/DS 
IF (KM-21 30,40,50 
30 u-.5 
V=3r*(DF-VM)/DS 
GO TU 80 
40 U=O. 
V-VM 
GO TO 80 
50 u=-1. 
V=-DS*VM 


























IF (J-N) 60r90~60 
IF (KN-2) 100~1109120 
V-(6.*VN-V)/U 
GO TO 130 
V-VN 































SUBROUTINE 1NTP.L (MIINIISI~FIIMINIS,F#FPPIFPPPIMODE) 
C INTERPOLATION OF CUBIC SPLINE BY TAYLOR SERIES 
C ADDS CORRECTION FOR PIECEWISE CONSTANT FOURTH DERIVIATIVE 
C IF MODE GREATER THAN 0 




















IF (1-N) 80,90rBO 









IF (II-NIN) 60r100,60 
100 RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE THREED (IPLOTISV~SM,CP,X,Y,TITLE,YA,ALIVLDICL,CD~CHORDO 
l,XSCAL,PSCAL,LABELpNIT,UC,VCpbiC9NFl) 
C GENERATES THREE DIMENSIONAL PLOTS 










DIMENSION X(l), Y(l), S'/(l), SM(l1, CP(l), TITLEdlO), K(201, UC(l) 





IF (XSCAL.NE.O.l SCALX=.5*ABS(XSCAL)/CHORDO 
IF (PSCALrGE.0:) SCALX=5./(Z(KTE2)-Z(KTE1)) 
SCALP--l.00 
IF (PSCAL.NE.O.1 SCALP=-.5/ABS(PSCAL) 
TX-3.0 
SX=-SCALX*XC(KTEl) 
IF (IPLOT.NE.ll GO TO 10 
CALL PLOTSBL (~CJOOO,Z~HJEFF MCFADDEN 3210wwH) 
10 IPLOT- 
CALL FRAME 
CALL PLOT (1.25,1.,-31 
ASRAT=2.*(Z(KTE2)-Z(KTElJ)**2/AtiING 
ENCODE (60,90,R) FMACH,CL,VOLDRG,ASRAT 
CALL SYMBOL (.50,0.75,.14,R,0.,60) 
ENCODE (60,100,R) 
CALL SYMBOL (.50,1.25,.14,R,0.,60) 
20 CONTINUE 
K-1 
IF (KTE2.LT.10) K-2 
30 K-K+2 
IF (KTE2.LT.10) K-K-1 
IF (K.GT.KTEZ) GO TO 70 
IF (K.LT.KTEl) GO TO 30 
Il=ITEl(K) 
12=1TE2(K) 
CALL VELO (K,K,SV,SM,CP,X,Y,UC,VC,WC) 
SY=5.*(Z(K)-Z(KTEl))/(Z(KTE2)-Z(KTE1))+2.45 
SCP=5.*(Z(K)-Z(KTEl))/o-Z(KTE1))+2.75 




IF (M.EQ.2) GO TO 50 
N-12-LX+1 
CALL LINE (X(LX),CP(LX),N,l,O,l,O.,l.,O.,l.) 
GO TO 30 
50 N-12-11+1 
DO 60 I-11,12 
60 X(Il=X(I)+TX 
N-12-11+1 
CALL LINE (X(Il1,Y(I1),N,l,O,l,O.,l.,O.,l.1 
85 
GO TO 30 
70 CONTlNUE 
M=N+l 
IF (M.GT.2) GO TO 80 
GO TO 20 
80 CALL DRAGC (1,SCALXI 
IO-1 
CALL PLOT t-1.25,-1.,-3) 
RETURN 
C 
90 FORMAT (4HM = ,F3.2,1H,2X,5HCL = ,F3.2,1H,ZX,6HCDk l ,F5.4,1H,2X,4 
1HA = ,F3.1) 
100 FORMAT (22HUPPER SURFACE PRESSURED~XD~~HWING AND SHOCKS) 
END 
SUBROUTINE READQS (NQSTA,Z~STA,PCQ~,PCG~,PCO~,O~,O~DQ~DO~,PCS~,PCS 
12,DSlJRF,FMACH) 
C READS IN ASSIGNED SPEED DISTRIBUTION 
DIMENSION ZOSTAtl), PCWl(11, PCQZ(l), PC43(1), Ol(l1, 02(L), 03(l) 







READ (IREAD, FOSTA 
NQSTA-FQSTA 
DO 10 K-1,NQSTA 
READ (IREAD, 
READ (IREAD, ZQSTA~K~,PCOl~K~,PCQ2~K~,PCO3~K~,Ol~K~,O2~KJ,Q3~K~ 
1,04(K) 
READ (IREAD, 
READ tIREAD, PCSl(K),PCS2(K),DSURFO 













30 FORMAT (1X012011F10.5) 
40 FORMAT (1X) 
50 FORMAT (8F10.51 
END 
SUBROUTINE SETQS ~NE,NX,OPRE,SO,SOPRE,ITE~DITE~,KTE~DKTE~DZDZOSTA, 
~AO,PCQ~,PCQ~,PCQ~,SI,FIDO~,O~,O~,Q~,PCS~,PCS~,DSURF,NOSTA~ 
C DEFINES ASSIGNED SPEED DISTRIBUTION BY EXPONENTIAL SPLINE 
C ALLOkS EASY CONSTRUCTION OF SHOCKLESS DISTRIBUTION USING E AND G 
DIMENSION QPRE(NE,l), SO(NE,11, SOPRE(kE,l), ITEl(l), ITEZ(l), Z(1 
110 ZCtSTAtl), AO(l), PCQ1(1), PCQ2(1), PCQ3(1), SI(l), FI(11, 01(l) 
20 02(l), 03(l), 04(l), PCSl(l)r PCS2(1), DSURF(1) 










































CALL SPTkN (4,X,Y,E,G,A,B,C,D,KM,VN,KN,VN1 
DO 30 I=l,MX 
QPRE(I,K)=O. 




IF (AO(LS).LT.X(l)) GO TO 40 
NN-MX-LStl 
DO 50 I=lrrJN 
J=LS+I-1 
50 SI(X)=AO(J) 
CALL INTEN (NN,SI,FID~JXDA,BDC,O,E,G) 




DO 7G I=Il,LS 
70 OPRE(I,K1=FLOAT(I-Il)*DENO*Y(l) 








IF (AO(I).GT.XE) GD TO 90 
IF (AO(I)rLT.Xl) GO TO 80 
XX=(AO(I)-X1)/(X2-X1) 
SOPRE(I,K)=SG(I,K)-DSOPRE*BUhPtXX) 
GO TO 80 





SUBROUTINE SPTEN (N,S,F,E,G,A,B,C,D,KM,VM,KN,VN1 
C COMPUTES EXPONENTIAL SPLINE WITH WEIGHTING FACTORS 
C E IS TENSION PARAMETER, SMALLER E PRODUCES LESS OSCILLATION 
C G IS WEIGHT FACTOR, LARGER G PRODUCES FORE SAG 













































GO TO 90 






















SUBROUTINE INTEN (NX,SI,FIDN,S,A,B,C,DDEDG~ 
C COMPbTES 1NTEKPULATELI VALUES FROM EXPOhENTIAL SPLINE 





20 IF (SI(I).LT.S(JP)) GO TO 30 
IF (JP.EQ.N) GO TO 30 
J=J+l 
JP-Jtl 










C THIS VERSION OF SUBROUTINE YSWEEP IS VECTORIZED AND CAN BE INVOKED 
C BY SETTING FSWEEP TO -1.0 UN THE APPROPRIATE INPUT CARD 
SUBROUTINE VYSWEEP 









COMMON /FLO/ STRIP,P~,P~,P~,BETA,FR,IR,JR,KR,DG~IGJJG,KG,NS 




COMMON /DIM/ NX~JNY~,NZ~,FDIM 
COMMON /CRAY/ KA 















IF (FMACH.GE.l.) Jl-3 
C(Il-11-o. 
D(Il-l)=O. 







20 BC =-Tl*Bl(J)*Cl(K) 


























DO 60 I=11913 
TEMP1~I~-A1~I~~DGI~I~ 












































































DO 120 I-I1013 




































DO 130 1-11~13 
130 R(IJ=R(I)tSAVE(I) 
DO 140 1=X1,13 


























DO 180 M-11~13 







IF (J-KY) 20r190r210 
190 IF (12.GT.ITE2(K)) 13=ITE2(K) 
IF (ITE2(K).EQ.MX) 131LX 




GO TO 20 
210 N-NO 
I-LX+1 
IF (K.LT.KTEl.OR.K.GT.KTE2) GO TO 230 
IO-NXt2-13 














220 G(I,KYtlrLJ=G(I~KY-l,L)+o*(1. -H(I)+BZ(I)*HZ(I))-U(I)*FXYo-w( 
l:J:~Z(I))/(FYY(I)*Bl(KY)) 









IF (IV(I,K).NE.l) GO TO 260 
ZZ=Z(K)-TYAW*(XC(KJ+Sl*AOO) 
240 IF (ZZ.GE.ZO(N-1)) GO TO 250 
N-N-1 









GO TO 230 
270 CONTINUE 
DO 280 I-2lNX 
280 G(I~J1-1,L)=(1.-BETY/BSCALl~*G~I~JlrL) 
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